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ABSTRACT

“Woman’s legitimate empire”: Fabricating Asianness in Gaskell’s North and South and Mary
Elizabeth Braddon’s Lady Audley’s Secret
by
Hailey Lam
Advisor: Dr. Tanya Agathocleous
This thesis argues that the fabrication of Asianness in Victorian literature is indebted to the
subtle, yet frequent gestures, habits, and interactions that occur in the literary works of Elizabeth
Gaskell and Mary Elizabeth Braddon. By specifically focusing on Gaskell’s North and South
(1855) and Braddon’s Lady Audley’s Secret (1862), I explore a methodological approach for
literary studies that is capacious enough to reckon with the material histories and materiality of
race that pervade the cultural imagination of an eighteenth and nineteenth century England.
Queer of color criticism by scholars like Sara Ahmed and meditations on aesthetics, race, and
culture by Anne Cheng, Lisa Lowe, and Sabrina Strings inform this critical rethinking of the role
that textiles, fabrics, and fibers play in this cultural imagination, alongside the multitude of
ornamental objects beginning to adorn white Victorian bodies and homes. Such a rethinking, I
conclude, offers a different perspective on what scholars have seen as liberatory gestures on the
part of white Victorian women. Rather, these subtle gestures, moments, and efforts to regulate
the circulation of everything from silk dresses to tea-cups to the representation of Asian and
Black bodies and people might be better understood as the pursuit of women’s legitimate empire.
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Ia - Introduction
In a 2001 special issue of Critical Inquiry entitled Things, Bill Brown proposed “thing
theory” as a theoretical framework explicitly concerned with the role of commodity capitalism in
organizing the strained yet intimate relation between subjects and objects. Brown’s landmark
essay posited that literature and literary studies provides a useful lens to think through vibrant
worlds otherwise composed of inanimate matter, and yet intimately bound up with human life
and experiences. Brown’s effort to examine human-object relations through literature, art, and
the quotidianness of life also illuminates how thing theory was equally informed by and oriented
toward interdisciplinary paradigms, methods, and practices. Brown’s thing theory was not the
first of its kind concerned with the thingness of objects made visible through art, literature, and
culture; a great deal of scholars remain indebted to Heidegger and his understanding of the
object-turned-thing. Whether in Heidegger, Brown, more contemporary new materialist
scholarship, or the highly contentious Object-Oriented Ontology (OOO), the study of
representation of objects, objects-turned-things, and the thingness of the object itself must
emphasize an interdisciplinary approach; only through this approach can the most
comprehensive dialogue between real objects and their aesthetic representations be staged.
An interdisciplinary approach to the study of literature, particularly those paradigms
organized around the critical philosophical traditions of Marxism, psychoanalysis,
phenomenology, etc., allows for a more in-depth study of things across history and cultures by
redressing how we come to understand object-subject relations. In what follows, I suggest that a
thorough analysis of nineteenth century English literature alongside the materiality of indulgent
English architecture, spectacular interiors, and always-changing designs, necessitates not only an
interdisciplinary perspective but an expansive, interdisciplinary method underpinned by theories
1

of race, gender, and class. The coloniality that structures the subject-object relation, and which I
will illustrate remains ever-present in the novels of Gaskell and Braddon, models English
national and cultural responses to processes of dispossession, accumulation, and extraction.
Domestic relations where Asian objects are circulated, displayed, possessed, and looked to for
inciting a kind of foreign pleasure cannot obscure just how intimately bound up the relations of
production (textiles, fabrics, ornaments, and so forth) are with social reproduction (inheritance,
biological reproduction, and the intimacies of the white domestic English interiors). The study of
things, already a deeply prevalent means of understanding subject-object relations, might also
help to identify a multitude of relations always already taking place within the literary
representation of its thingness. While it is true that this kind of representation makes the
thingness of the object visible, this essay sets out to illuminate what goes unacknowledged
amidst an otherwise deeply intimate yet uncomfortable series of encounters.
In titling this paper Fabricating Asianness in Gaskell and Braddon, I suggest that
studying the thingness of the object and its literary representation must contend with the fact that
Asianness and Asian people, as represented in the Victorian texts and artistic works I consider
throughout, are fabricated by and for white consumptive desires, economic exploitation,
accumulation, and control. The social construction of Asianness that Gaskell and Braddon
undertake is by no means unique to them, and subsequently, it relies upon liberal individualist
conceptions of the self as something that is to be fashioned, or better yet, as something fabricated
in isolation. But much like the textiles of their novels, bound up in what Lisa Lowe might
describe as the intimacies of four continents, fabricating Asianness relies upon an assemblage of
encounters, gestures, habits, and relations that are continuously underestimated and overlooked.

2

Ib - Literary Theory
Although an analysis of class remains a key component of this essay, it is worth noting
the tendency to minimize more subtle differences and dynamics that undergird the material and
social conditions of characters like Lady Audley. Queer of color scholarship, particularly Sara
Ahmed’s Queer Phenomonology, offers an incredibly vibrant model to expand the horizon by
which we understand and analyze ideas of class as they pertain to Victorian literature. The subtle
gestures, movements, and social cues that comprise the social and cultural life of white
Victorians are intimately relevant to the discourses of class, race, and gender. When I use subtle,
I am referring to those mundane gestures that comprise the Victorian novel as a genre, like
serving and drinking tea at the tea table – social norms which might not immediately be flagged
as both relying upon and making possible the fabrication of Asianness. They are in fact, deeply
relevant to the discourse of English labor relations despite being oft overlooked as such. This
also applies, then, to the textiles and ornaments that adorn the spaces and bodies throughout both
Lady Audley’s Secret and North and South, given how vital they are to facilitating and
accentuating those seemingly mundane gestures, rituals, or what the narrator of Lady Audley’s
Secret might call “ceremony.” After all, as Sylvia Wynter’s 1984 essay “The Ceremony Must Be
Found: After Humanism” reminds us, “finding the ceremony” requires coming to terms with the
raciality of global capitalism in its late modern biocentric conceptualization. Sara Ahmed, Sylvia
Wynter, Anne Cheng, and many others offer an analytical framework capable of staging a
broader engagement with the biocentric discourse underlying the construction and composition
of race in the Victorian novel, whilst also engaging with a multitude of aesthetic, architectural,
and historical contexts that I suggest deepen one’s literary analysis and encounter.

3

II - The Royal Pavilion
“The Pavilion is a strange, odd Chinese looking thing, both inside and outside”
–– Queen Victoria, Journal Entry from October 4th, 1837

The Royal Pavilion exemplifies one such example of an architectural marvel that might
texture how we understand the raciality of global capitalism through practices of adornment,
ornament, and possession. The palace itself is located in Brighton, England and was built in three
stages; begun in 1787, it was eventually completed in 1823. John Nash and the Crace Firm, the
people largely responsible for the Pavilion’s “Indian” exterior and “Chinese” interior, had never
been to India or China (Hinze 49). Though no trip to these regions would warrant or justify the
appropriation of East and South Asian aesthetics, styles, and forms, the architect and designer’s
ability to imagine and construct a palace like the Royal Pavilion with its amalgamation of
Orientalist tropes –– all without leaving their home country ––signals a central aspect of the
imperialist project.
Before studying the interiors and architectural style of the Royal Pavilion, I will first
detail how the palace has had a lasting effect on the geographic, economic, and social make-up
of Brighton. When Dr. Richard Russell promoted Brighton seawater as a medicinal cure-all,
these rumors resulted in an influx of the London elite, which included the Prince of Wales (Later
King George IV), to Brighthelmstone.1 Like many towns, neighborhoods, and regions
transformed to accommodate the taste and lifestyle of the elite, what followed was the
construction of new houses and later on the rebuilding of the Brighton Pavilion in what was

1

A portrait of Dr. Richard Russel can be found at the Royal Pavilion website: https://damsbrightonmuseums.org.uk/assetbank-pavilion/action/viewAsset?id=8841&index=1&total=38&view=viewSearchItem
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considered a more “Indian” style. The influx of wealthy people had an undeniable effect on the
economic life of Brighton as its primary fishing economy was completely transformed into a
fashionable place for the wealthy to play and indulge themselves (“A Short History of the
Pavilion”).2 The development of Brighton, with its newly acquired status of resort town, included
restrictions on fishermen, the building of a pier to be used as a landing dock (1823), and a
railway connecting Brighton to London (1841).
My aim is not to suggest that the Oriental styles that now comprised the remodeled Royal
Pavilion made possible the drastic transformation of Brighton’s social, economic, and cultural
life in the span of a a few decades, but that the blend of Oriental styles within this up-andcoming fashionable seaside destination indexes the dynamic by which opulence, sensuality, and
excess come to signify an Asiatic character. In Sara Ahmed’s writing, she engages with Edward
Said’s idea that
‘Geographies are ‘man-made’ (1978: 5)... As Said suggests, the Orient does not simply
refer to a specific place, even if we can find it on the map. As he notes, ‘The Orient was
almost a European invention and had been since antiquity a place of romance, exotic
beings, haunting memories and landscapes, remarkable experiences’” (1)” (Ahmed 113114)
I hope to establish the ways that the Royal Pavilion palace, an architectural indulgence in
England’s colonial past and present, is not only a celebration of English colonialism but an
example of the way that the English lay claim to the ways Asian-ness emerges within the
raciality of global capitalism through the display of ornaments, objects, and various other stolen

2

This information is derived from the Royal Pavilion’s official website and historical overview, located here:
https://brightonmuseums.org.uk/royalpavilion/history/short-history-of-the-royal-pavilion/
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goods, as well as the fabrication of presumed Asian aesthetics. While it might seem a significant
leap to move between Asian ornaments and textiles to the representation of Asian people, this
essay will illustrate how indebted the process of race-making and racialization are to a flat
ontology. The rebuilding of the Royal Pavilion in an Indian and Chinese style to cater to its
developing popular, wealthy, and fashionable population suggests a particular understanding of
Indian and Chinese aesthetics as that which is consumed for white English pleasure.
George Cruikshank, an English caricaturist and illustrator, published a satirical print in
1816 titled “The Court at Brighton à la Chinese!!” deliberately drawing on Nash’s own
illustrations of the Royal Pavilion. This satirical rendering of the Regent and the court, included
below as fig. 1., contains racist imagery that violently brings together white English conceptions
of Black and Chinese people:

6

Fig 1. Credit: Royal Pavilion & Museums, Brighton & Hove 3

This image helps tease out how people outside of the design process were interpreting the
Oriental decor and design of the Royal Pavilion. In the Regent’s left hand is a parchment that
reads: “Instructions for Ld Amherst to get fresh Patterns of Chinese deformities to finish the
decorations of ye Pavillion –– GPR’.” The specific use of the term deformities, which refers to
the “quality or condition of being marred or disfigured in appearance,” is meant to refer to some
aesthetic failure on the Regent’s end, but also a perpetual and lasting ugliness that reflects on all
Chinese textiles (OED). Saratjie Baartman, the Venus Hottentot, is painted on the wall mirroring
the figure of the “British Adonis,” the Regent. The Regent is posed in a way that is meant to

3

This image is from the Royal Pavilion & Museums, Brighton & Hove Digital Media Bank: https://damsbrightonmuseums.org.uk/assetbank-pavilion/action/viewAsset?id=310&index=1&total=54&view=viewSearchItem
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exaggerate his supposed likeness to Baartman. There are then two portrayals of the Regent in the
print in which he is given racialized and caricatured features attributed to and then stigmatized
because of their associations with Black women and Asian men. Cruikshank’s use of Sarah
“Saartjie” Baartman, also referred to as the Venus Hottentot, is not just limited to this satirical
piece. He invokes this racist representation of her body in ways that are suggestive of a violent
web and history of racist English symbol-making. In Fearing the Black Body, Sabrina Strings
writes: “[Baartman’s] presence as a symbol of black femininity …. Helped make fatness an
intrinsically black, and implicitly off-putting, form of feminine embodiment in the European
scientific and popular imagination” (104). The Regent’s fatness and comparison to the “Venus
Hottentot” is meant to elicit the idea of an uncontrollable appetite arising from his consumption
of Chinese goods and desire for Chinese designs. Anne Cheng, who situates the living exhibition
of the Venus Hottentot around the Western world next to the touring of Afong Moy, a young
Chinese woman, writes: “While primitivism rehearses the rhetoric of ineluctable flesh,
Orientalism, by contrast, relies on a decorative grammar, a phantasmic corporeal syntax that is
artificial and layered” (Cheng 5-6). In this satirical print, the Regent’s semblance to Baartman is
one of the flesh and the makeup of his body, whereas his Chineseness is effected through
ornamental goods that are layered on to the surface of the body –– robes, hats, nails, and textiles.
This wasn’t the first time Cruikshank had depicted an Orientalized Regent; Corinna Wagner
studies three of Cruikshank’s depictions of the Regent in their book Pathological Bodies, one in
which “George has become the teapot; his body has morphed into the building, objects, and food
he consumes: he is what he eats” (Wagner 205). Furthermore, we see a visual representation of
the literary trope of white English people smoking themselves into a Chinese likeness. This
process, most often connected to white English women who frequent opium dens in the writings
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of Thomas de Quincey, Charles Dickens, and Oscar Wilde, is portrayed as taking place within
the confines of the Palace. Princess Charlotte exclaims: “Papa had’nt you better tell him to bring
me over a China Man instead of getting me a Husband among our German Cousins!,” presenting
the desire for Asian goods not as a harmless indulgence but as something of a threat to the white
English bloodline. The pairing of racist depictions of Black and Asian figures signals multiple
forms of decay and corruption happening below and above the bodily surface. While the novels I
will be studying do not employ such obvious racist caricatures to do this work, they nonetheless
rely on the materiality of race in various aesthetic and affective discourses.
The Royal Pavilion, which I understand as a synthesis of the white English imagination,
also illuminates some of the ways that English bodies are orientated “around” the Orient.
Ahmed’s framework for thinking about bodies, furniture, space, orientation and Orientalism,
notes that:
The Orient here would be the object toward which we are directed, as an object of desire.
By being directed toward the Orient, we are orientated ‘around’ the Occident. Or, to be
more precise, the Occident coheres as that which we are organized around through the
very direction of our gaze toward the Orient” (116).
It is no coincidence that the construction of Brighton largely began around the Royal Pavilion,
with new houses intended for wealthy white English people beginning on the Stein, the area the
Royal Pavilion faces. The pier was also located close to the Royal Pavilion, offering a direct
view of the structure, as if to greet and amaze the influx of new people to this part of Brighton.
The location of a pier functioned as a landing stage so newcomers and tradesmen could bring
cargo, horses, goods, and themselves into the town, while the pier itself brought in as many as
four thousand people in a day, including bands, sideshows, and private seawater baths (Brighton
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museum).4 The construction of the pier highlights the watershed moment where Brighton’s
function began to shift from a fishing town to a commercial town catering to white people
looking to enter a “new” and exotic realm –– all revolving around the Oriental pleasure palace.
The exterior of the palace, which remains the focal and center point of this bustling new town,
began first as a farmhouse before being converted into a neoclassical building in 1787, designed
by architect Henry Holland. The changing style from neoclassical to “Indian” started when the
second architect, William Porden, designed a stable block to house Prince George’s horses. The
final and main architect John Nash was inspired by Humphrey Repton (the landscape designer
for the Royal Pavilion) and the book Oriental Scenery by Thomas and William Daniell. The
latter two men were sponsored by the East India Company to tour India three times over the
course of seven years, once again reflecting the violent colonial legacies foregrounding the
construction of the Royal Pavilion.
But what is even more important to remember is that the Royal Pavilion’s presence in a
major developing city was not designed to make the Orient more familiar. That none of the
surrounding area of Brighton and the architectural styles of the then newly built homes echo this
Oriental style reveals the ways the Royal Pavilion’s presence in England is not intended to
familiarize the Orient but rather for the Royal Pavilion to sustain this difference between
England and Asia. Ahmed writes:
If we rethink domestic space as an effect of the histories of domestication, we can begin
to understand how ‘the home’ depends on the appropriation of matter as a way of making
what is not already here familiar or reachable. In other words, the familiar is ‘extended’

4

This information is derived from the Royal Pavilion’s official website, located here:
https://brightonmuseums.org.uk/discover/2012/07/05/chain-pier/
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by differentiating itself from the strange, by making what seems strange ‘just about;
familiar, or by transforming ‘what is strange’ into an instrument. ( Ahmed 117)
Through the Royal Pavilion, white architects were able to share the exploits of fellow white
Englishmen in India with the English population. The palace stands as a monument to the fact
that the faraway lands of India and China have not only been reached, but can be brought back
and domesticated for white English people to walk around and in.
In the “Prefatory Observations” of his book Designs for the Pavilion at Brighton,
Humphrey Repton makes the case for an “Indian” exterior for the Royal Pavilion to the Regent.
He writes: “... the Chinese [style is] too light and trifling for the outside, however it may be
applied to the interior … no alternative remained, but to combine from the Architecture of
Hindustan” (Repton vi). Though John Nash was ultimately chosen for the architect over Repton,
it is notable that the Regent, who formally rejected two other designs for the Royal Pavilion that
featured Chinese architectural designs, chose to make Nash adopt an “Indian” design for the
exterior of the Royal Pavilion similar to the style Repton proposed. Nash writes in the
unpublished preface:
...It was therefore determined by H.M. that the Pavilion should assume an Eastern
character, and the Hindoo style of Architecture was adopted in the expectation that the
turban domes and lofty pinnacles might from their glittering and picturesque effect,
attract and fix the attention of the Spectator. (Nash via Morley 68)
The differences between the “Indian” exterior and the “Chinese” interior can be partly
categorized by the kind of reaction the Regent desired to elicit from the spectator: awe of the
grandeur versus luxuriation in lavishness and splendor. The former reaction is effected through
elements typically attributed to Gothic architecture, namely, pinnacles and an asymmetrical
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irregularity (Morley 68). The latter reaction is brought about by filling the interior with Chinese
aesthetic markers, almost to the point of indulgent excess. Yet, it is important to note that there is
no clear demarcation between the exterior and interior. Morley writes in The Making of the Royal
Pavilion: “The whole building displays an insistent repetition of exotic motifs that, taken with
the opposed curves of Chinese pagoda roofs and Moghul domes, succeeds in instantly
impressing itself upon the mind” (Morley 71). The Pavilion is meant to have an Eastern
character, a “Hindoo” style, and Gothic elements. It is only by painting the brick covered with
stucco to imitate stone that there was some uniformity offered to the design. The sloping pagoda
roofs are meant to evoke a Chinese feel. The supposed Indian style is effected through
ornamental domes, minarets, pillars, and porticos (Morley 71). The Gothic elements include the
two large towers that frame the main dome, flying buttresses, battlements, and the diaper screen
pattern.
There is much interplay between the exterior and interior of the building as well, as the
furniture was being designed and made at the same time as the Pavilion’s rebuilding. Along
similar lines to the town of Brighton itself, the Palace’s design and construction was very much
undertaken with an eye toward cultivating a sense of comfort and pleasure with the newly
transplanted, wealthy, white English people in mind: a great deal of attention was paid by “[the]
architect and designers to lighting and heating the interior, as well as providing the most modern
equipment for comfort, entertainment and the pursuit of gastronomic pleasures” (Rutherford 58).
The cultivation of comfort and pleasure in the interiors of the Royal Pavilion is further
illuminated by the strategic and specific use of Asian ornamentation and style. I will be limiting
my study of the interiors of the Royal Pavilion to two rooms –– the Long Gallery and the
Banqueting Hall. These spaces occupy the ground floor of the Royal Pavilion and are the most
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richly decorated areas. A long hallway, formally called “The Long Gallery,” connects the
entrance hall with the Music Room and Banqueting Room. On the backs of the doors in the
Gallery are various mirrors which were placed with the aim being to reflect images of the gallery
itself, producing what Jessie? Rutherford described in The Royal Pavilion – Brighton: The
Palace of King George IV as an illusion of interminability (14). The gallery-hallway, however, is
most explicitly an in-between space meant to direct people toward a much more extravagant
Oriental space. In the hallway, one finds themselves encouraged to stop, but also to penetrate
further. Guided down an increasingly elaborate hall, the banquet room at the end serves as a kind
of fulfillment of all the riches increasingly promised along the way. In the Gallery Hall are also
many bamboo “patterned” pieces of furniture ranging from cabinets, pedestals, and armchairs to
bannisters, tables, and cabinets. Beechwood, stainwood, and cane are carved and manipulated to
simulate bamboo. The natural environment of China itself is twisted into taking on the forms of
English furniture. China and the natural environment itself become conscripted to serving the
purpose of white English comfort.
The Banquet Hall is one of the most extravagant rooms in the Royal Pavilion. Asian
furniture and ornaments are accompanied by non-living Asian people in the murals all around the
room. Returning to Cheng’s study of the painting of Afong Moy, Cheng writes that Moy is:
… part of a composition of objects revolving around a dynamic exchange between
foreground and background, skin and fabric, persons and things … the immobile lady’s
ontological promise, her imagined interiority, is not just framed by also deeply infused by
the built environment. (Cheng 21)

13

These figures in the murals similarly lend an “almost-human” element to this space and the
textiles. The painted Chinese domestic scenes and people become the very backdrop against
which Western domestic practices are contrasted. Below in fig. 2., is one mural from the room.

Fig. 2. Caption: Chinese scene mural by Robert Jones, c1817. Four Chinese figures stand or
kneel around a fishbowl on a pedestal.5
Credit: Royal Pavilion & Museums, Brighton & Hove
The painter, Robert Jones, makes Chinese figures the center of this mural and all the other
murals in the banquet hall. Jones depicts Chinese people doing chores, celebrating weddings, and

5

This image and description is from the Royal Pavilion & Museums, Brighton & Hove Digital Media Bank:
https://dams-brightonmuseums.org.uk/assetbankpavilion/action/viewAsset?id=11561&index=3&total=1228&view=viewSearchItem
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even performing mundane things such as looking at fish in a fishbowl.6 The people in these
portraits go about their day in a tapestry-like void where their actions are nothing more than a
decorative spectacle for white English people to view. The Chinese figures in the mural find a
home in the textile itself. Moreover, the white English audience inhabits an orientation toward
Chinese figures that are made to be at home with and in the decor.
The Royal Pavilion is a monument to British admiration for Indian and Chinese art, but it
is also a sign of English claims to triumph and domination over these two countries. The very
capacity to reproduce art and aesthetic forms from India and China within English national and
cultural borders is an extension of that claim to colonial and imperial mastery.
Though the two novels do not have an enormous Oriental Palace at the center of their
respective towns, the domestic interiors contain a multitude of Asian objects that serve similar
purposes and have similar effects on the white characters around them. These objects and
textiles, whether decorating the room or worn by the characters, condition the characters (and
readers) to acquire certain attitudes towards and relationships with the Oriental objects that
extend toward these places and peoples themselves, as I will argue throughout this paper.

6

Another mural by Robert Jones in the dining hall which depicts a Bridal Procession can be found on the Royal
Pavilion Website here: https://dams-brightonmuseums.org.uk/assetbankpavilion/action/viewAsset?id=43561&index=0&total=1228&view=viewSearchItem
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III - Metonymy and Material Histories: Chintz and Silk
Throughout North and South and Lady Audley’s Secret, the display and expression of
intimacy that takes place between men and women is most often facilitated by objects. How
these objects are poised, positioned, as well as their purpose within the household, however,
comes to represent the objects’ symbolic function and their use in these texts. On one hand, this
might be readily attributed to the alienation of labor. However, Elaine Freedgood in The Ideas in
Things and Lisa Lowe in The Intimacies of Four Continents push further by proposing methods
of reading objects through their material and labor histories in ways that account for imperial and
colonial processes of dispossession, accumulation, and extraction. In this section, I focus on two
textiles that appear throughout the novels: chintz and silk.
I will consider the various places where these textiles-objects most often proliferate to
understand what they might convey about spaces and the persons wearing them. These objects
might also be understood as things insofar as they reveal something about the space, furniture,
etc. As the objects become things, they can be understood as existing in these texts less as
material goods and more as symbols. Yet, this doesn’t necessarily mean we must forgo an
analysis of the material itself even as the objects are abstracted and rendered into symbols meant
to suggest something about a person’s physical characteristics.
In these texts, where objects have what Elaine Freedgood refers to as “limited or weak
metonymic function,” we might find the residual traces of the material histories which are
obscured through their abstraction. This is done for the purposes of turning objects into symbols,
to gesture toward conceptions of femininity, nationhood, class, etc. (Freedgood 2). Freedgood
elaborates further about metonymic objects:
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Metonymy tends to be read according to habit –– that is, according to a frame of
reference that goes beyond or lies outside the symbolic structures of the novel –– and its
meanings are therefore often sought or recuperated in the social structures outside the
novel, but inside the social world in which it is read. (Freedgood 13)
Those objects that are used to refer to how a character carries themselves, their habits, and their
conception of the self and others motivates my study of these texts in particular. But it remains
necessary to contextualize the shifts and patterns that structure how chintz was habitually read
and understood prior to and alongside its representations in North and South and Lady Audley’s
Secret. Chintz, in the seventeenth century, was used to describe “the painted or stained calicoes
imported from India” but evolved over time to encapsulate and identify “cotton cloths fastprinted with designs of flowers, in a number of colours, generally not less than five, and usually
glazed” by the turn of the eighteenth century (OED). According to Lisa Lowe this transition is
important:
Chintz was made in India to the specifications of British and European tastes, then those
designs were copied and mechanically reproduced by the british manufacturers. The
detachment of the ‘Indian pattern,’ both history and emblem of the East Indies trade, was
the condition for industrial modernization. (Lowe 92)
In the eighteenth century, chintz, a foreign textile, was largely worn by the English upper class
and aristocrats, as it could not be produced by English textile manufacturers who didn’t have
knowledge of the dying techniques, labor practices, and other artistic techniques. The demand for
popular Asian textiles, including chintz and silk, led to an imbalance in trade, with money
flowing out of Europe into Asia. In “Making an Imperial Compromise: The Calico Acts, the
Atlantic Colonies, and the Structure of the British Empire,” Jonathan Eacott studies the tactics
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domestic wool manufactures and weavers used to pressure the British government to adopt
policies which would restrict the import of these foreign textiles. Eacott writes that the workers
“doused women in calico with aqua fortis, tore the calico from women’s bodies, threatened to
pull down a house, and marched on the increasingly successful calico-printing workshops in
Lewisham” to take action (Eacott 732). British Parliament passed a second Calico Act in 1721
which was an act “to preserve and encourage the woollen and silk manufactures of this
Kingdom, and for more Effectual Employing the Poor by Prohibiting the Use and Wear of all
Printed, Painted, Stained or Dyed Callicoes in Apparel, Household Stuff, Furniture, or
otherwise” and that was repealed in 1774.7 This law, though it would hurt the British East India
Company and other traders, would ultimately benefit England more. Eacott writes that when the
“[British East India] Company and its allies wanted to argue over the number of people
employed domestically, the woolen interest claimed the advantage. Additionally, high demand
for sheep meant high demand for land, which meant high rents for landowners” (Eacott 737). In
this period, with improving British manufacturing technology and the growing cotton
manufacturing industry, English manufacturers were able to imitate Indian designs. Lowe
comments that these domestic developments would impact British colonized countries: “... ‘free
trade’ backed by colonial military means had transformed India from a cotton goods
manufacturer into a supplier of raw cotton to support British manufacturing, and a receiving
market for Britain’s own cotton goods” (Lowe 90).
Each of the scenes in North and South where chintz is mentioned take place in
Margaret’s home in Helstone, first noted as such: “The carpet was far from new; the chintz had
been often washed; the whole apartment was smaller and shabbier than he had expected, as back-

7

This information is derived from arcgis.com, the page titled “The Calico Acts” located here:
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=bcfc5519343e4ddd9eabbb0528099be9
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ground and framework for Margaret, herself so queenly” (Gaskell 23). The chintz, previously
considered a foreign material and a threat to English economies becomes a part of the English
domestic and its foreignness is basically rendered null as it is merely among other worn and
shabby objects in the home. In another scene, when Margaret moves to the cotton manufacturing
town Milton, chintz appears as a material which offers: “... a warm, sober breadth of colouring,
well relieved by the dear old Helstone chintz-curtains and chair covers…” (Gaskell 79). Chintz
becomes a material that stands not only for Englishness but a middle class English domesticity
and provides a sense of familiarity to Margaret in the new, industrial town. Chintz is worn,
frequently washed, and serves as reminders of an English home. The only time chintz is
mentioned as “new” is to spruce up their old Helstone home: “I’ll have a new chintz for her bedroom, and make it look new and bright, and cheer her up a little” (Gaskell 355). Chintz’s
usefulness here is to provide comfort to English individuals. Chintz, linking Margaret's home in
the English manufacturing town to her home in the English countryside, becomes tied to a place
where colonial wealth was initially being consolidated in relation to the city. The colonial and
imperial industries of England’s public and private sphere make it possible for an Indian textile
to be naturalized into an English good to the degree that it comes to serve as a symbolic referent,
and to become “at home” in England. The violence of accumulation, expropriation, and
dispossession by trading companies enabled British manufactures to reproduce (though not as
well) the Indian textile in England. The “cheap” production of chintz and other British cotton
goods led to a drop in upper class consumption of the goods and soon “Africa, Asia, the United
States, South American, and ultimately, the Indian subcontinent” became alternative markets for
British manufacturers to sell off their cotton (Lowe 90).
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Chintz is only mentioned once in Lady Audley’s Secret, but that’s no surprise since the
novel largely takes place in Audley Court, an architectural symbol of old English wealth. The
textile is nowhere to be found within the manor; instead, it is located at an inn. The narrator
describes a shabby looking room in the inn and makes sure to point out that: “Crisp curtains of
cheap chintz hung from the tent-bedstead; festooned drapery of the same material shrouded the
narrow window shutting out the light of day, and affording a pleasant harbor for tribes of flies
and predatory bands of spiders” (Braddon 323). Here, chintz is used to signal the cheap and
lower class aspects of the space as well as the lack of care that goes into maintaining it. This new
habit of reading chintz as a metonym for English middle and lower class forms of domesticity
isn’t an easily acquired one, but one that comes out of the many colonial processes and practices
that turned chintz into a cheap “English” product. Despite all these attempts, Lowe notes, “...
much a residual trace of this Indian past, remains in the words chintz and calico themselves,
‘chintz’ coming from Hindi chheent (meaning spattering, stain), and ‘calico’ from Calicut (the
city in Kerala, India, from which they once came)” (Lowe 92). While chintz takes on a “weak
metonymic function,” in these two texts, identifying these functions by tracing the development
of their meaning enables an understanding of how they operate as technologies of English
imperial ideology and practices.
A close examination of chintz, its metonymic functions, and the way it serves as a
technology of English empire prompts my consideration of other textiles and fabrics that operate
along similar lines, like silk in Lady Audley’s Secret, When Lady Audley’s maid, Phoebe Marks,
wears a silk gown, her husband remarks: “‘You’re cold in all this here finery’…‘Why can’t
women dress according to their station? You won’t have no silk gownds out of my pocket, I can
tell you.’” (Braddon 112). Wearing silk is supposed to tie a character to wealth; the material’s
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inability to keep Phoebe warm also marks silk as a material that has no practical use beyond
acting as a superfluous marker of status. With this in mind, I want to work backwards by first
observing the ways these texts present silk as gesturing toward something about these characters,
then study how these representations themselves are inseparable from the way the English nation
represented, traded, smuggled, harmed, and enslaved in order to acquire silk and build a silk
manufacturing industry within England.
In North and South, whereas chintz is used as textiles that decorate the interiors of these
fictional domestic homes, silk is an adornment worn by women in the form of gowns and shawls.
Women’s characteristics, features, and most importantly, bodies, are accompanied by
descriptions of their clothing and their interactions with the textiles themselves as materials and
relationships that reflect the traits and viewpoints, lifestyles, and habits of these characters.
Silk connotes both a kind of royalty and wealth. When Margaret wears silk and other
explicitly Asian textiles her appearance and demeanor is coded as royal. When she wears Indian
shawls, she feels as if she is in the “usual garb of a princess,” and when she meets Mr. Thornton
for the first time wearing a “large Indian shawl” it hangs “about her in long heavy folds … which
she wore as an empress wears her drapery” (Gaskell 11, 63). When her hair is described it is
noted to have a “fine silkiness compressed into massive coils, that encircled her head like a
crown,” (Gaskell 159). This is contrasted to other reactions to and opinions about other
materials. It is revealed by Mrs. Hale that cotton is a cheap and undesirable material when she
says to Margaret: “who on earth wears cotton that can afford linen?” (Gaskell 49). While chintz
doesn’t connote royalness and wealth either, when Margaret stands in a room with chintz, it acts
as a backdrop for her to appear queenly: “... the chintz had been often washed; the whole
apartment was smaller and shabbier than he had expected, as back-ground and frame-work for
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Margaret, herself so queenly” (Gaskell 23). When Margaret wears silk clothing, however, it is
the material itself which conjures up images of queenliness.
To understand why the characters desire silk, and how Gaskell uses silk to denote wealth,
femininity, and a high social status, I want to turn to the labor, trading, and legal histories of silk.
Silk is more desirable in the novel because cotton is cheap and prolific. The abundance of cotton
in England resulting from the expansion of cotton production led to the refashioning of cotton in
the English imaginary as cheap, easily accessible, and an undesirable textile for signifying a
person’s wealth.
However, this was not the case for silk. Gerald Hertz, the son of an English wool
manufacturer in the twentieth century, writes that despite all attempts to plant Mulberry trees in
Georgia and South Carolina in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the English were never
able to establish a productive crop of silk in their colonies (Hertz 716). Hertz briefly outlines that
in 1756 the English bought raw silk from Italy, India, and China. However, because the “duty on
Bengal silk was one-third more than that placed on Italian, and on Chinese three times that on
Bengal,” there wasn’t much silk imported from Indian and China (Hertz 712 ). Only after this
duty was rescinded did the annual amount of silk being imported from “the East” increase, going
from less than 100,000 lbs (before 1770) all the way to around 200,000 lbs in 1780, 500,000 lbs
in 1800, and 1,218,661 by 1823 which was “more than six times the quantity then introduced
from either Turkey or Italy” (Hertz 712). The increased reliance on India and China for silk hurt
silk laborers in England and also people in Asia. Silk is a commodity that, according to Lisa
Lowe, refers “beyond itself,” meaning its presence gestures towards the history of England’s
monopoly on the growing and harvesting of opium in India; Britain’s failure to produce “their
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own” silk on England’s North American plantations; colonial labor; and interdependent imperial
trading practices (Lowe 95).
The presence of these complex exchange webs can be found in representations of textiles
in literature. Similarly to chintz, Great Britain put tariffs and prohibitions in place to restrict
buying imported silk so that English manufacturing industries would be able to grow silk at
“home.” Hertz outlines the duties placed on silk from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries:
The years between 1713 and 1765 were marked by heavy duties falling short of
prohibition. Between 1765 and 1826 fully manufactured silk imports were prohibited.
And duties on other silks were proportionally high. The third period was introduced by a
new tariff, devised by parliament in 1824, and coming into operation in July 1826. This
tariff was reduced in 1828 and 1845, until it became simply a 15 per cent, ad valorem
duty on manufactured silk, and this was abolished in 1860. The fourth period, that of free
trade, dating from Cobden’s French treaty, may be here left unnoticed. (Hertz 711)
Though not announced in clear terms, the characters in North and South are aware of the prices
of goods that come from outside of England. In an exchange between Henry Lennox, a lawyer
courting Margaret, and Margaret Hale they talk of about Indian shawls:
Margaret: “Ah, I knew how you would be amused to find us all so occupied in admiring
finery. But really Indian shawls are very perfect things of their kind.”
Henry Lennox: “I have no doubt they are. Their prices are very perfect, too. Nothing
wanting.” (Gaskell 12)
While Margaret admires the shawls for their material qualities, Henry Lennox focuses on the
price of the textiles. This difference in approach to the fabrics has much to do with the kind of
labor that gives Margaret a very different relationship with the shawls. As I pointed out earlier in
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this section, cotton is seen as wanting in quality when compared to linen (Gaskell 10). Earlier in
the chapter, a character even states their refusal (or inability) to buy Indian shawls because of
their extravagant price (Gaskell 9). Michelle Maskiell writes in “Consuming Kashmir: Shawls
and Empires, 1500-2000” that Kashmiri shawls, which were woven from “Central Asian goat
fleece, silk, and other materials,” moved “through established trade networks” within Asia long
before they became desired European commodities in the eighteenth-century (Maskiell 30). The
import of Kashmiri shawls into England are bound up with British imperial rule in India, the
monopoly of British East India Company on Indian maritime routes, and exploitative practices
surrounding other fabrics around the world. The presence of foreign textiles, the abundance of
cotton in England due to the domestic cotton industry in England and cotton plantations in the
West Indies and the United States, the duties placed on certain textiles, and the labor and
knowledge that goes into making these fabrics all have an impact on the way silk and cotton are
understood, represented and consumed in novels like North and South. The role of British
imperialism in the acquisition of Indian shawls is not absent from the text as the shawls are only
present in Helstone because Captains and Generals bring them back from where they are
stationed abroad as gifts for their wives and wives (Gaskell 9). These men hold positions in the
British army that give them access to these garments, garments which act as signifiers of wealth
in the novel. Maskiell writes: “in nineteenth-century English writing, despite the evidence of
contrary sartorial practices, Kashmiri shawls became coded as women’s luxuries,” and Maskiell
refers directly to North and South as an example of a novel’s use of garments to evoke “both
fairytale status and marriage for bourgeois women” (Maskiell 38). In the same conversation
with Margaret, Lennox refers back to the admiration of the Indian shawls as “ladies business”
which he contrasts against his own “real true law business” (Gaskell 12). Lennox’s
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understanding of labor related to garments is limited to moments of display and does not
recognize the labor that goes into the production, trade, and care of the textiles. After
distinguishing between the kind of ‘real’ business he practices and what he marks out as being
‘ladies’ business, Lennox goes on to elaborate another fundamental difference in the labor divide
he creates when he says: “Playing with shawls is very different work to drawing up settlements”
(Gaskell 12). Through this misogynistic binary between feminine dress and masculine business,
we can see how Henry Lennox categorizes both garments and women as frivolous. Yet, as I will
explore, frivolity, play, and ornamentality –– perceived by characters like Henry Lennox as
having no impact on the real world, have consequences that immediately impact the domestic
space as well as the comfort of characters in the vicinity, the interlocking trade and labor
relations that make this perceived idle and childlike lifestyle possible, and the people in English
colonies whose lives are violently disrupted and labor rerouted for English consumption.
The study of silk and other fabrics, in part, offer a more dynamic perspective on the
complex exchange, trade, and imperial looting of objects and can be readily felt in how they are
represented in English literary and visual cultures. The seemingly enclosed, quartered off, and
highly mediated domestic spaces where silk was circulated, displayed, and taken up for its
capacity to incite a particular kind of affective experience are, in fact, far more vibrant, lively,
and porous then they let on. The boundedness of domesticity and domestic spaces, then, can be
better understood through the intimate relations of production (textiles, fabrics, ornaments, and
so forth) and social reproduction (matters of inheritance, biological reproduction, and the social
intimacies that engineer the continuity of a white domestic sociality and society).
While silk has helped me elaborate further on what Lowe described as the dominant
intimacies circulating in and through these domestic spaces, I propose glancing elsewhere in the
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room to the various other objects, encounters, habits, and relations that ornament and adorn the
spaces of Gaskell’s North and South and Braddon’s Lady Audley’s Secret. On the one hand,
paying close attention to these objects and how they are used and encountered prompts a
recognition of those other forms of intimacy and pleasure that might not otherwise be legible due
to the hegemonic intimacy that governs the spaces of the novels. But on the other hand, as I
explore later, the affective encounters with these objects can also be understood as relying upon
an explicitly racialized mode of inhabiting, and subsequently, the racial unmarking of whiteness
that follows in the wake of the racialized, gendered Asian objects being fully incorporated into
the domestic space as a source of comfort, control, and capital.
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IV - Objects and Intimacy
In Elizabeth Gaskell’s North and South and Mary Elizabeth Braddon’s Lady Audley’s
Secret women accumulate objects and commodities as a means to advance socially. Objects
cling, reflect, and imprint onto the women in the two novels. At the same time these women are
able to move, touch, and wear these objects, becoming increasingly intimate with them. This
intimacy means that when these characters interact with objects, they are also coming into
contact with the material histories of these objects –– the people who made them, the people
who labored for the material, the places they come from, the metonymic power as well as the
material qualities of these objects. It, then, becomes important to consider how the white
Victorian women in Gaskell and Braddon’s novels maintain the social positions they’ve attained
alongside the various kinds of comfort that are found within the domestic space of the home, as
well as the comforts increasingly made possible from the economic prosperity of the English
nation.
In this section, I will be studying the intimacy between white women and certain
household objects within the domestic spaces of the two novels. The specific intimacy I will be
studying in this section is what Lowe calls the “dominant” understanding of intimacy. Lowe
writes that from the early nineteenth century and into the present, the “dominant” understanding
of intimacy is “‘being personally intimate,’ which includes sexual and romantic intimacy within
and in relation to bourgeois marriage and family” (Lowe 19). A study of this dominant mode of
intimacy will give insight into the ways the women in these two novels put objects into use and
the ways that the qualities of both the women and of the objects are brought into existence via
this contact.
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In a scene in North and South Margaret Hale prepares tea for her father and their guest ––
Mr. Thornton. There is a focus on the ways Margaret’s hands interact with the objects on the tea
table in ways that bring out their femininity, and by extension, Margaret’s sexuality and
desirability:
It appeared to Mr. Thornton that all these graceful cares were habitual to the family; and
especially of a piece with Margaret… she looked as if she was not attending to the
conversation, but solely busy with the tea-cups, among which her round ivory hands
moved with pretty, noiseless, daintiness. She had a bracelet on one taper arm, which
would fall down over her round wrist. Mr. Thornton watched the replacing of this
troublesome ornament with far more attention than he listened to her father. It seemed as
if it fascinated him to see her push it up impatiently until it tightened her soft flesh; and
then to mark the loosening –– the fall. (Gaskell 79)
Mr. Thornton observes the kind of care by Margaret that goes into maintaining the household
space. Thornton enters a home already immersed into its own habits of homemaking and care.
Mr. Thornton recognizes that Margaret is a suitable caretaker of the family home by observing
her going through the habitual movements of serving tea. However, these observations don’t
relegate Maragaret to a maternal role, she is still a desirable character. Mr. Thornton is
enraptured by the sight of her hands moving about the cups. Although intimacy is often
articulated as taking place between two people, Margaret’s interactions with the tea-cups and the
bracelet shows the ways that the intimacy between the individual and object facilitate the
dominant intimacy between two individuals. It is through Margaret’s interactions with these
objects that she is able to showcase desirable traits. The bracelet and cups act as proxy for Mr.
Thornton to touch, feel, and observe the qualities of Margaret’s hands and relay to him that her
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hands are dainty and soft. Margaret is able to possess, wear, and use these objects but these
objects are also able to affect her and encourage her to act in certain ways. She must care for the
objects, she doesn’t pay attention to the conversation happening in the drawing room because she
is attending only to the tea-cups. Margaret’s bracelet poses as a “troublesome ornament” because
it tightens and marks her skin.
Another scene makes the role objects play in facilitating dominant intimacy clearer.
Edith, prior to becoming wedded to Captain Lennox, attempts to show “her lover how well she
could behave as a soldier’s wife” (Gaskell 16). However she makes multiple mistakes and is
proven not strong enough for the task –– the water is too cold, she is unable to lift the tea-kettle
and at the end she is left pouting “with a black mark on her muslin gown, and a little round white
hand indented by the handle, which she took to show to Captain Lennox, just like a hurt child”
(Gaskell 16). In this scene Edith wishes to demonstrate her capabilities as a wife. There are other
instances where Edith performs certain duties of wifehood but fails, like when she rearranges the
tea-table and orders too much food despite Captain Lennox insisting that he had eaten recently
(Gaskell 15). The description of her childish demeanor in response to her failure to complete the
task transforms her failure to complete the task into an endearing quality. Alternatively, it is her
“uselessness,” or failure to complete household duties, that makes her so endearing and useful as
an ornamental person. In the final section(s) of this thesis I will be exploring how uselessness
itself is necessary to the performance of white English femininity. Though I use the word
useless, I invoke it to mean the idea of perceived idleness. It takes a lot of work to appear idle,
and appearing idle can make a lot of things happen. That Captain Lennox brings back Indian
shawls as a gift to his new wife shows how so-called uselessness can motivate the movement of
goods from English colonies back into the interior of England.
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I turn now to a scene in Lady Audley’s Secret where objects are also integral to producing
intimacy. Lady Audley presides over the tea table where:
... The starry diamonds upon her fingers flashed hither and thither among the tea-things,
and she bent her pretty head over the marvelous Indian tea-caddy of sandal-wood and
silver, with as much earnestness as if life held no higher purpose than the infusion of
Bohea. (Braddon 223)
Unlike Margaret, who hosts guests in her middle class home, Lady Audley serves tea in a
mansion surrounded by objects that don’t require the habitual care that the objects in the Hale’s
home do. Furthermore, the material qualities as well as the geographical source of the objects are
emphasized in this passage. Whereas the non-English objects in Margaret Hale’s home blend
into the descriptions of the domestic scene, the exotic nature of Lady Audley’s tea-caddy is
emphasized as an indicator of her wealth and power, serving as an indicator of her ability to
acquire exotic goods. Similarly to North and South, however, in the tea-serving scene in Lady
Audley’s Secret objects also highlight Lady Audley’s desirable qualities–– the prettiness of her
head and a perceived lack of ambition beyond attending to commodities. These qualities are
brought out via Lady Audley’s interaction with these objects, and also mark Lady Audley as a
suitable marriage partner ––though differently than Margaret Hale. In the preceding paragraph
the narrator states:
Better the pretty influence of the tea cups and saucers gracefully wielded in a woman’s
hand than all the inappropriate power snatched at the point of the pen from the unwilling
sterner sex. Imagine all the women of England elevated to the high level of masculine
intellectuality … above taking the pains to be pretty; above tea-tables and that cruelly
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scandalous and rather satirical gossip which even strong men delight in; and what a
dreary, utilitarian, ugly life the sterner sex must lead. (Braddon 223)
This passage, though ironic, creates gendered divisions in which Lady Audley appears to excel
as someone who is both beautiful and indulgent. The passage also assumes the pairing of men
and women as a way for women to pursue an indulgent lifestyle. Once married to Sir Audley,
Lady Audley is able to acquire objects from all around the world. The narrator’s assertion earlier
in the passage that “To do away with the tea-table is to rob woman of her legitimate empire…”
sutures together Lady Audley’s domestic charge of curating and regulating the sociality of the
tea-table with the maintenance and possession inherent to expansion and empire (Braddon 222).
The justifications for empire are varied and often overlap, ranging from the charge of manifest
destiny and divine right, to religious conversion and saving from sin, to the economic and
material gains derived through colonial and imperial practices, all of which the narrator
indirectly conjures in the claim that the tea-table, tea cups, and saucers are not only appropriate
in the hands of women but are understood as instruments that are capable of securing the
continuity of English empire, history, and claims to what is and is not “high culture.”
In North and South, objects work to facilitate intimacy between Mr. Thornton and
Margaret Hale. On the other hand, in Lady Audley’s Secret, it is the pursuit of objects followed
by the comfortable life and high social status these objects ensure and symbolize that motivate
Lucy to marry Sir Audley. Lady Audley’s desire for objects and not a relationship is underscored
in a conversation between her and her maid Phoebe and Phoebe’s husband Luke Marks:
“It is a dull place, Phoebe,” she said, “though it doesn’t do to say so to my dear old
husband. Though I am the wife of the most influential men in the county, I don’t know
that I wasn’t nearly as well off at Mr. Dawson’s; and yet it’s something to wear sables
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that cost sixty guineas, and have a thousand pounds spent on the decoration of one’s
apartments.” (Braddon 106)
Lady Audley expresses her disdain of Audley court, laments her inability to freely converse with
her husband, and how she dislikes that her position at court doesn’t come with more advantages
than the life she lived as a governess to the Dawson family. Although the multitude of costly
garments she is able to wear, as well as the ornaments she uses to decorate her space, makes her
stay at Audley Court bearable, she elaborates upon their need for constant care. This practice of
caring fundamentally differs from the kind of care that Margaret Hale offers her own garments
and acquired objects, insofar as it is the labor of Phoebe that handles the maintenance and care of
Lady Audley’s possessions. Lady Audley’s constant lying and need to cover up her background
and identity poses a constant threat to the status she has achieved at court, and her primary means
for fabricating a suitable past lie are the various objects by which she adorns and ornaments
herself and the spaces she inhabits. From bribing Luke Marks to keep her secrets to her more
general self-fashioning and adorning herself with the proper garments and airs to pass as a lady
of Audley court, Lady Audley can’t help but reckon with the tremendous amount of work needed
to keep up her lie:
Remember how much she had periled for a fine house and gorgeous furniture, for
carriages and horses, jewels and laces; and do not wonder if she clings with a desperate
tenacity to gauds and gew-gaws, in the hour of her despair. If she had been Judas, she
would have held to her thirty pieces of silver to the last moment of her shameful life.
(Braddon 374)
Here, Lady Audley considers all the effort she puts toward acquiring objects of all sizes, shapes,
and values –– including but not limited to trinkets, furniture, and a house. Lady Audley specifies
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these objects in particular, in part because they are necessary for facilitating her bourgeois
marriage. So while Lady Audley does not need to care for the objects as Margaret does, her
interactions with objects nonetheless have a significant impact on her behavior and sociality at
court (given how she must lie, threaten, and even try to murder others to not just attain, but also
not lose her ownership of these objects). I do not posit this instance as an example of objects
wielding any particular form of agency or means of resisting, but to elucidate how by paying
close attention to objects and their representation we might elucidate other ways of thinking
about inanimate matter and how it remains intimately bound up with human life and experience.8
The relationship between women and the objects in these fictional domestic spaces don’t just
impact people within the home, but have lasting effects on the English nation, as I will argue in
the next section.

8

Here, I am thinking in particular about the work of scholars like Bill Brown, Elaine Freedgood, and Lisa Lowe, all
of whom trace through objects and their literary, visual, and cultural representations a multitude of relations that are
disavowed to maintain a hegemonic conception of the subject-object relation.
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V - Comfort and Wealth
In this section I will be further exploring the role ornamental objects and Asian goods
play in impacting fictional domestic spaces and the people who inhabit them. The comfort of the
characters in domestic spaces impacts the well-being of the economies as well as national
identity in the two novels. I compare three tea scenes in North and South to study how
ornamentation and placement of objects impact the comfort characters feel in a space. I return to
the first tea scene that takes place in the Hales’ residence in Milton, where they host Mr.
Thornton. Upon entering the room, he notes that Margaret lights a lamp which “... threw a pretty
light into the centre of the dusky room, from which, with country habits, they did not exclude the
night-skies, and the outer darkness of air” (Gaskell 79). He then compares the room to his own
home (and therefore his mother’s interior decorating skills). He states that while his home
appears more expensive it has “no sign of female habitation” (Gaskell 79). His description of
Margaret interacting with the space to make it more comfortable seemingly offers the signs of
“female habitation” that his own home is sorely missing. He further observes:
A warm, sober breadth of colouring, well relieved by the dear old Helstone chintzcurtains and chair covers … there was a stand, with a tall white china vase, from which
drooped wreaths of English ivy, pale-green birch, and copper-coloured beech-leaves...
Behind the door was another table... on which flourished the cocoa-nut cakes, and a
basket piled with oranges and ruddy American apples, heaped on leaves. (Gaskell 79)
When the Hales’ move into Milton they bring with them their “country habits,” which turns the
space into one that allows guests to get an insight into their lives in Helstone. Margaret’s ability
to merge aspects of the English countryside with the manufacturing town alludes to her ability
later to successfully mediate the unification of previously clashing classes, populations, etc.
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Additionally, the flowers, fruit, and leaves imbue the drawing room with life. Margaret’s ability
to use all the foreign objects, such as the tea-set and chintz curtains, to make her guests feel at
ease reveal the kind of mixing, unifying, and assimilation that helps English people and the
English economy flourish. This scene alludes to Margaret’s own role in facilitating a union
between the landed gentry and the “self made” manufacturing class when she marries Mr.
Thornton.
Continuing with a study of the tea-table itself, readers are directed to the abundance of
baked goods, fruit, and decorative plants. Even in the seemingly barren town of Milton, food
“flourishes” in the Hale household. By bringing nature into the home, the interior and exterior
are unified in ways that offer comfort to guests and inhabitants. This description of the Hale
home is followed a few pages later by Margaret’s observations of the (much staler) Thornton
home. She observes in the drawing-room a floral carpet, and a host a furniture covered with veils
to keep them “white and pure”; however, the lengths to keep the objects in pristine condition
show “... evidence of care and labour, but not care to procure ease, to help on habits of tranquil
home employment; solely to ornament, and then to preserve ornament from dirt or destruction”
(Gaskell 54). The objects in this home are not for use but to hoard in excess. These objects take
up space in the home and leave no room for its inhabitants. The ‘dead’ quality that emanates
from a home not made for (the) living is further exacerbated by the lack of nature within the
space –– there are only stale representations of it in the floral carpet.
Mrs. Thornton takes extreme measures to keep the interior sterile to separate the home
from the outside. The exterior, the town of Milton is described as a “smoky, dirty town” (Gaskell
39), which has Mrs. Hale constantly washing the “muslin blinds,” and Margaret incessantly
washing her hands to keep them free of dirt. However, while the Hales allow dirt and dust to
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enter the home and later wash it off, Mrs. Thornton tucks the objects away to keep them free
from the dirt made from the manufacturing machines. Maintaining this dichotomous cleanliness
requires an immense amount of work, and the word “labour” is used several times in this
passage. The labor in the Thornton household is a means to remove from sight the production
process by preventing dirt from settling on anything. While the Hale household doesn’t enforce a
strict boundary between the inside and outside, it requires an immense amount of work to keep
clean. In “‘Mere Outward Appearances’? Household Taste and Social Perception In Elizabeth
Gaskell’s North and South,” John Paul Kanwit writes: “Margaret’s perspective on the ideal
drawing room as conducive to ‘tranquil home employment’ suggests its role as mediator between
outside and inside: far from being isolated from the world of work, this domestic space requires
and allows real ‘labour,’ albeit in a comfortable setting” (Kanwit 202). Curating a comfortable
space requires a lot of work in the Hale household (washing, cleaning, etc). Whereas Mrs.
Thornton uses ornament to hide the furniture and home from the dirt of the town Margaret uses
ornament made with foreign fabric –– a white silk dress–– to obscure the labor her hands have
done to clean the home.
These environments impact how comfortable the characters are which in turn shapes the
kind of impressions guests have and the exchanges that happen in the space. The Hale household
noticeably lacks reflective surfaces, with Mr. Thornton observing: “Here were no mirrors, not
even a scrap of glass to reflect the light,” (Gaskell 37). This is contrasted with the home of the
Thorntons, which was so clean and polished that “Everything reflected light, nothing absorbed
it” (54). Objects in the Thornton room do not allow for comfort, or for rest. It is impossible in
this space for a person to feel at home, because objects dominate and appropriate the space,
making it unfit for human habitation. Even human interaction is impeded; Gaskell writes that
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when people speak they need to whisper: “They were talking of what all the world might hear;
but it is a common effect of such a room as this to make people speak low, as if unwilling to
awaken the unused echoes” (54). Just like the echoes of the room, Gaskell has our minds ricochet
from wall from wall as she describes the room from opposite to opposite. There is no place for
the mind to rest, or feel at ease. Whereas the Hales’ home lacks even a mirror to reflect off of ––
things here are immediately absorbed, nothing bounces back. Furthermore, the objects in the
Hale household get used, from the worn Helstone chintz-curtains to the books that “lay on the
table, as if recently put down” (Gaskell 38). Objects serve their functions and make the home a
place that prioritizes human interaction and socialization.
In Margaret’s own home, she is not only able to speak to Mr. Thornton –– someone she
has just met –– about his labor practices, but she is able to reprimand him for the way he views
his workers: “‘you consider all who are unsuccessful in raising themselves in the world, from
whatever cause, as your enemies, then, if I under-stand you rightly,’ said Margaret in a clear,
cold voice” (Gaskell 40). Furthermore, because the talk is happening within her home she is
drawn into the ongoings of Milton worker politics: “Margaret’s lip curled, but somehow she was
compelled to listen; she could no longer abstract herself in her own thoughts” (Gaskell 40). The
home is no longer isolating, nor is it separate from the real word, but instead becomes a new site
for complex economic and social interactions and relations, a point which is echoed by Fromer,
who writes:
The tea table opens up the domestic space to the public issues of workers and managers
and the different perspectives held by the Hales and John Thornton. Within the
welcoming atmosphere engendered by the familiar practices of tea drinking … men and
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women [can] engage in wide-ranging political discussions within the domestic arena of
the home. (Fromer 146)
During tea-time, people with very little knowledge of one another can share ideas and get to
know one another, which is made possible by Margaret’s hidden labor to make the guests feel at
ease. Every other domestic space lacks this comfort and therefore social conditions that allow for
productive exchange cannot be achieved. Margaret’s knowledge about English tea: “... depends
on a specifically middle-class position; it necessitates a certain income level to purchase
relatively expensive commodities, the social knowledge and manners to properly equip and set
the tea table, and invisible- female- hands to perform the necessary domestic labor” (Fromer 4).
Mrs. Thornton lacks this knowledge, as shown in how her uncomfortable, sterile, veiled home
makes guests feel ill at ease and stifles conversation (Gaskell 54). The working-class character,
Mary Higgins, also attempts to be hospitable - but falls short as she is unable to provide food,
fully clean the home, and is unacquainted with the proper rules of tea etiquette. Margaret doesn’t
recognize the working-class rituals used to make people feel welcome:
… [Mary Higgins] had endeavoured as well as she could to tidy up the house for the
expected visit... while the flags under the chairs and table and round the walls retained
their dark unwashed appearance. … Margaret did not understand that the lavishness of
coals was a sign of hospitable welcome to her on Mary’s part, and thought that perhaps
the oppressive heat was necessary for Bessy. (Gaskell 48)
Mary’s attempts to be hospitable do not register with Margaret, and actually make the room more
uncomfortable for their guest. The conversation that takes place only serves to make Margaret
sympathetic to the Higgins family’s plight. The Higgins’ cannot offer Margaret anything; they
cannot properly regulate their domestic space to make their guest feel comfortable, and therefore
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lack any power and remain dependent on the goodwill of Margaret Hale. On the other hand,
Margaret’s ability to make her home hospitable also turns her home into a site that moves both
social and political economies, facilitating class interactions and hence economic progress. In
another tea scene Margaret invites Nicholas Higgins into her home and he appears with hair
slicked down, a neck- handkerchief, polished clogs, and a subdued demeanor. She finds at the tea
table her “...father and Higgins in earnest conversation -- each speaking with gentle politeness to
the other, however their opinions might clash” (Gaskell 108). Margaret once again is able to
create a space where she can engage directly with the workers, discussing strikes and broadening
her understanding of labor conditions in Milton. Through Margaret, Gaskell traces how the
domestic space begins to mediate and smoothly regulate economic forces. The rituals allow for
peaceful meeting points of different ideologies, and her work serves to keep the cogs of Milton
functioning. More importantly, the way characters use, place, and interact with objects within the
domestic space offer insight into what economic system would best lead to a robust English
economy, at least according to Gaskell. That the novel ends with a controlled mixing of classes
(marriage, dining together, etc), mirrors Margaret’s mixing of objects, inside and outside, while
still maintaining careful boundaries within the home through cleaning.
However, Margaret’s ability to manipulate the domestic space in this way isn’t brought
about solely through cleaning, but also through the obscuring of it. In the final section of this
essay, I will be exploring the ways idleness and ornamentality is embodied by characters when
they wear silk and overtly Asian garments.
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VI - Asian Objects, White Innocence, and White Pleasure
The section before this studied the importance of domestic spaces to the English
economy and the labor required of white English women to make these spaces hospitable enough
to engender the interclass relationships that keep the English economy healthy in North and
South. I also illustrated the ways these domestic spaces facilitate dominant intimacy. Margaret’s
domestic habits are on full display in these domestic spaces. It is with this thought I turn to the
final section of my paper, where I examine how white women are not passive or idle consumers
of Asian ornaments, but rather, consume in order to stake a claim to innocence by seeming to
channel their desires into consumption targeted at the home. The auto-imbrication of white
bodies and Asian ornaments frames this section of my essay to resist the tendency to underexamine those everyday habits, practices, and routines that comprise the social lives of white
Victorian women.
Tea-time is an event bound to a given domestic space throughout North and South and
Lady Audley’s Secret that is deeply reliant on ritualistic practices, a regulated sense of sociality,
and an adherence to ceremony. These scenes are overwhelmingly preoccupied with how white
women interact with objects, whether it means displaying, accentuating, or complimenting their
own conceptions and sense of femininity. Strings argues, however, that femininity should be
understood in the context of an anti-Black fatphobia that leverages a racialized and moral mark
against fat bodies, and which renders fatness into a signifier of moral corruption whilst thinness
and frailty persist as signs of “refinement.” The refined and frail bodies, forms, and figures of
Lady Audley and Margaret are frequently brought into focus throughout their respective novels,
relying on the standardization of beauty that Strings identifies as indebted to the anti-Black
concepts outlined above. The two characters manipulate and adhere to these particular aesthetic
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and bodily standards in order to achieve their goals, binding their aspirations in and of
themselves to a long history where depravity, poor taste, and laziness are characterized as
inherent to Black women and womanhood. This referent and racist trope becomes a metric by
which white English satirical writers can comment, critique, and elaborate upon white English
society through literary and aesthetic means. Strings goes on to write:
During the long eighteenth century, as eating and drinking less became evidence of
refinement, so too did the thinner figures such behavior produced. Therefore, at the same
time, gluttony and fatness were becoming associated with English women by the arbiters
of taste and the purveyors of morality. (Strings 117)
Lady Audley’s serving of tea to her guests isn’t a mundane act of handing out drinks and foods,
but is portrayed as something acted out in a manner befitting the fragile objects she is charged
with handling. The narrator states that if men were to host tea-time it would “reduce the most
social and friendly of ceremonies to a formal giving out of rations” (Braddon 223). As the host,
Lady Audley isn’t just responsible for feeding her guests but must fit in with and become a part
of the objects and environment in order to maintain what the narrator dubs “ceremony.” The
mists and vapors float from the boiling tea envelope Lady Audley and lend a sense of witchery to
her. She is described as having a “magic harmony to her every movement, a witchery to her
every glance” (Braddon 222). When seated behind the “fragile china cups” and “delicate opal
china,” Lady Audley, who is currently suspected of some form of wrongdoing and crime by her
cousin Robert, looks “very pretty and innocent” (Braddon 222). By situating herself behind these
Asian objects she is able to manipulate and frame herself as guiltless: the fragile, delicate china
accentuates her own aesthetic claim to innocence. The objects and person occupy the same stage,
producing similar effects. In this scene, Lady Audley is under intense scrutiny from Robert who
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believes his uncle (Lady Audley’s husband) is in danger. Earlier in this chapter Robert ruminates
on the loss of his estate and status, imagining Lady Audley as an invader threatening his old
English family. In this moment Robert considers:
“What would become of this place if my uncle were to die?" he thought, and he drew
nearer to the ivied archway, and the still water-pools, coldly gray in the twilight. "Would
other people live in the old house, and sit under the low oak ceilings in the homely
familiar rooms?” (Braddon 214)
Robert fears that Lady Audley’s infiltration of the Audley family will result in the loss of his
home (which is closely connected to his wealth, class, social status), and also imagines a future
where Audley court is invaded by strangers. Robert’s anxiety about the old upper English class
being eradicated (of which he is part of), is in itself racialized, as we will see, because it is Lady
Audley who makes this future invasion possible. Lady Audley is repeatedly aligned with
rebellious Indians, and it is her use of Asian objects that enables her to perform and lay claim to
a particular expression of innocence. Lady Audley’s performance of innocence continuously
threatens those around her insofar as it allows her to place them under her control, which we see
in how Robert Audley describes her “Bewitching air of innocent frivolity” (Braddon 252), while
Alicia Audley feels her father is lost to her step-mother, saying Lady Audley’s “... bewitching
graces had done their work of enchantment….” (Braddon 293). Orientalist tropes that infantilize
and witchify Asian women are often mobilized to signify a threat to the sanctity of the English
home and also serve as a justification to have these dangerous women interned. These
representations of Eastern women can be found in other nineteenth English novels, in “The
Sultan and the Slave: Feminist Orientalism and the Structure of ‘Jane Eyre,’” Joyce Zonana
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studies the way Bertha figures in Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre as an embodiment of Black and
Eastern femininity:
… to note Bertha’s ‘blackness’ and her birth in Jamaica need not preclude seeing that
she is also, simultaneously, figured as an ‘Eastern’ woman … she is Jane’s ‘dark double’
who enacts both Jane’s and Brontë’s repressed rage at patriarchal oppression (Gilbert and
Gubar 1979, 360); she is the Indian woman consumed in sati (Perera 1991); she is Vashti,
King Ahasuerus’s uncontrollable queen; and she is a harem inmate whose purported
soullessness justifies and enforces her own oppression. (Zonana 611)
Jane identifies Bertha as a corrupting influence, one capable of transforming Mr. Rochester into
a Eastern despot willing to commit bigamy (Zonana 597). There are several possible parallels to
be found between Bertha and Lady Audley. Both women are supposedly “mad,” referring here
both to insanity and a state of being enraged. They both carry out arson by setting fire to
domestic spaces in England, attempt to kill wealthy, white English gentlemen, and suffer being
hidden away and imprisoned within the domestic spaces they eventually set fire to. However
sympathetic their portrayal is, they are both ultimately made responsible for their own oppression
due to the fact that they both represent an unprecedented danger to old English aristocracy and
their wealth. Lilian Nayder discusses this in “Rebellious Sepoys and Bigamous Wives” and
points out that Lady Audley’s act of burning down the Castle Inn is meant to evoke the image of
the “mutinous sepoys, who repeatedly set fire to buildings in the course of their revolt” as “Sir
Michael and Alicia discuss the Mutiny” following Lady Audley’s act of arson (Nayder 36-37).
We see this dynamic accentuated through their husbands, brothers, and other men who occupy
similar social spheres. In a conversation between George and Robert Audley about the pain of
(seemingly) losing his wife, George says:
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... when some of our fellows were wounded in India, they came home, bringing bullets
inside them. They did not talk of them, and they were stout and hearty … but every
change in the weather, however slight, every variation of the atmosphere, however
trifling, brought back the old agony of their wounds as sharp as ever they had felt it on
the battle-field. I’ve had my wound, Bob; I carry the bullet still, and I shall carry it into
my coffin. (Braddon 49)
This comparison reveals how the novel frames the relationship between Lady Audley and the
landed upper class as similar to the relationship between England and India. Saverio
Tomaiuolo’s “Sensation fiction, empire and the Indian Mutiny” tracks Braddon’s portrayals of
the Indian Mutiny within the domestic spaces of Lady Audley’s Secret. The Indian Mutiny –– a
significant but unsuccessful fight for independence against British rule, and by extent, the British
East India Company –– happens during the same time span that this novel takes place. Readers
are made aware of this when George Talboys reads from a newspaper that announces the
supposed death of Helen Talboys on August 30, 1857. This is a purposeful move by Braddon.
Tomaiuolo writes: “Lady Audley’s Secret alludes to and filters historical events set in distant
India in a metaphorical way, in order to discuss gender issues that are firmly located at home in
Victorian Britain” (Tomaiuolo 118). He goes on to point to how Audley Estate is described
similarly to India in journalism about the Indian Mutiny. In the novel a dry well at Audley Court
serves as a site of criminal violence and is described in ways that evoke the experiences of war:
“...amidst which the old well is hidden, the crimson brightness penetrates in fitful flashes till the
dank weeds and the rusty iron wheel and broken woodwork seems as if they were flecked with
blood” (Braddon 24). Tomaiuolo states that the use of the well in the novel “replicates the image
of the throwing of the British victims’ bodies into the Cawnpore well” (Tomaiuolo 119). This
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image of the Cawnpore well is appropriated and domesticated to address issues within England.
Braddon writes: “The very repose of the place grew painful from its intensity, and you felt as if a
corpse must be lying somewhere within that gray and ivy-covered pile of building –– so
deathlike was the tranquility of all around” (Braddon 24). Tranquility in this scene does not
evoke a sense of peacefulness, but an overwhelming sense of dread. The British East India
Trading Company –– the destructive tool of colonialism that enables the very accumulation of
commodities by Lady Audley –– is embedded into the novel via representations of the Indian
Mutiny. Yet the colonial and imperial relationships are not just obscured, they’re reconfigured
and mapped onto white individuals in England. Mayder writes: “As Lady Audley forced George
Talboys down the well, the rebellious sepoy of Mutiny fame is transformed into the treacherous
wife, and the martyred English women of Cawnpore into her victimized husband” (Nayder 39).
Braddon domesticates the imperial image of Cawnpore well to reframe Lady Audley as the
rebellious Sepoy, and so the domestic becomes a scene of imperial violence. A reading of the
alignment of Lady Audley specifically with the Indian people who rebelled against British
soldiers must not be isolated to instances where she enacts violence but also to her ability to
(temporarily) escape the consequences of her violent actions. Though Lady Audley is ultimately
locked away, she is temporarily able to make a claim to innocence through her accumulation and
adornment of Asian objects.
According to the first definition for “ornament” in the Oxford English Dictionary,
“ornament” is “something used to adorn, beautify, or embellish, or that naturally does this”
(OED). Anne Cheng also points out that both in everyday use and in aesthetic-philosophic
history, ornaments are seen as superficial, useless, uselessly decorative, etc. and thus
fundamentally opposed to interiority. Lady Audley’s role in Audley Court as akin to an
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ornamental object is made explicit when Robert Audley begs Alicia to take him to see Lady
Audley’s room and portrait because the Lady is absent from the court. Robert gets his first
introduction to Lady Audley by seeing her things –– a note she leaves behind, objects in her
boudoir, a portrait of her — and these interactions serve as a substitute for meeting with her.
Lady Audley is also frequently described alongside and amongst objects. The narrator at some
point even makes the reader embody the eye of the painter: “If Mr. Holman Hunt could have
peeped into the pretty boudoir, I think the picture would have been photographed upon his brain
to be reproduced by-and-by upon a bishop's half-length for the glorification of the pre-Raphaelite
brotherhood…” and goes on to describe the way Lady Audley shapes and is shaped by the
objects in the room. By doing this the narrator actively participates in the construction of a
culture of spectatorship.
Katherine Montweiler writes in “Marketing Sensation: Lady Audley’s Secret and
Consumer Culture” that Lady Audley’s Secret was written and published in a period heavily
influenced by spectator events like the Great Exposition at the Crystal Palace in 1851. These
events would curate an orientation toward objects based not on touch, feel, and smell but on
sight, leading to a desire for objects based on their “ornamental properties, not in its usefulness”
(Montwieler 44). In “Britain, the Empire, and the World at the Great Exhibition,” Francesca
Vanke notes how at the Great Exhibition of 1851 many exhibitions showed off the industrial
power of Britain, while the exhibitions of China and India were solely filled with raw materials
and art objects such as porcelain, jade, silk, and furniture (Vanke 196). The commentaries that
followed reveal how the exhibition impacted how people understood other nations in relation to
England. Paul Young writes in Globalization and the Great Exhibition that commentators, while
recognizing the quality and artisanship of goods like Indian cashmere, would qualify their praise
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by categorizing Asian countries as ancient and their industry as only benefiting few. Young
states that commentators such as William Whewell, a “Royal Society Fellow and co-founder of
the British Association for the Advancement of Science” situated Eastern Exhibits against the
Western Exhibitions in a way that displayed that the West’s industry brought about “the greatest
good for the greatest numbers” and worked to “legitimize Western modernity” (Young 109).
This echoes, to some extent, the place Indian shawls had in North and South, as symbols of
wealth only accessible to the few juxtaposed against the cotton industry which “benefited” men,
women, and children of many classes in England. Vanke writes that the one of the few detailed
commentaries about the “China Stand” said: “‘The Chinese have long been famous for their
caprices of invention and whimsicalities of workmanship’, and describes the elaborate carving
on some small ivory balls only in terms of the pointless effort expended on frivolous ‘toys’: ‘the
Chinese are capable of wasting any amount of time on any triviality’” (Vanke 201). The “China
Stand'” was made up solely of ornamental objects as part of an Exhibition meant to highlight
English advancement and superiority with its achievements in the industrial sector. These
curatorial decisions worked to define China as a nation of trivial ornaments to the six million
people who visited the Great Exhibition.
Ornaments are similarly understood by many of the characters in Lady Audley's Secret,
particularly in the way they disavow Lady Audley’s ability to do anything. A side character,
Miss Tonks, even says “you never said she was useful. She was only ornamental; a person to be
shown off to visitors, and to play fantasias on the drawing-room piano” (Braddon 236). This
repeated understanding of Lady Audley as incompetent and useless because she is “only
ornamental” is similar to the ways Asian objects are characterized, as I explored earlier in this
essay. Alicia also ruminates to herself that her cousin and love-interest, Robert, was attracted to a
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wax-doll (Lady Audley): “I should have given him up long ago if I'd known that his idea of
beauty was to be found in a toy-shop." (Braddon 264). Lady Audley, in performing an upper
class English womanhood, is akin to a display doll and is compared to toys. She is, however, at
the same time the childish owner of other toys: “.... the generous baronet had transformed the
interior of the gray old mansion into a little palace for his young wife, and Lady Audley seemed
as happy as a child surrounded by new and costly toys” (Braddon 52). To be a frivolous
ornamental useless thing amongst other frivolous, ornamental, useless things, whose value is
derived from their capacity to derive optic pleasure, depends on the acquisition of objects and
being seen with said objects. This is best exemplified when we see the terms through which Lady
Audley understands her own beauty. Lady Audley, observing her maid’s features, says to her:
“Your complexion is sallow, and mine is pink and rosy. Why, with a bottle of hair-dye, such as
we see advertised in the papers, and a pot of rouge, you'd be as good-looking as I, any day,
Phoebe" (Braddon 58).With the right things, according to Lady Audley, Phoebe could effectively
become as beautiful as Lady Audley.
The relationship between Lady Audley and objects isn’t one directional, objects are also
made more beautiful because she gathers them into a room together and they are in her presence.
The narrator describes a scene that reveals the role ornaments play in enhancing Lady Audley’s
beauty:
My lady in that half-recumbent attitude, with her elbow resting on one knee, and her
perfect chin supported by her hand, the rich folds of drapery falling away in long
undulating lines from the exquisite outline of her figure ... beautiful in herself, but made
bewilderingly beautiful by the gorgeous surroundings which adorn the shrine of her
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loveliness...all that gold can buy or art devise had been gathered together for the
beautification of this quiet chamber in which my lady sat. (Braddon 295)
The narrator states how Lady Audley appears at ease as she is surrounded by beautiful objects
which then add to and accentuate her own beauty. Though the narrator comments that Lady
Audley is so beautiful amongst these objects that the scene deserves to be preserved through
portraiture, they also let readers know about how unhappy and ”wretched” Lady Audley is in her
“little Aladdin’s palace”:
She was no longer innocent ... she had wandered out of the circle of careless, pleasure
seeking creatures, she had strayed far away into a desolate labyrinth of guilt and
treachery, terror and crime, and all the treasures that had been collected for her could
have given her no pleasure but one, the pleasure of flinging them into a heap beneath her
feet and trampling upon them and destroying them in her cruel despair. (Braddon 296)
That Lady Audley’s loss of innocence is the reason why she is no longer able to find pleasure in
the collection of beautiful things serves to characterize buying (tasteful) commodities as a pure
occupation. The narrator names the “pleasure we take in art and loveliness” to be an “innocent
pleasure,” establishing the desire for ornaments, or things which are used primarily for
speculative pleasure, as a desire only innocent people can truly have. It also names pleasure
seekers as “careless” or having no responsibilities, reinforcing the idea that innocence and
uselessness go hand in hand. Integral to the concept of white female innocence is the idea of
uselessness, or inability to do that is attributed to ornaments, but also of constantly being
displayed or feeling the need to constantly perform.
Idleness and ornamentality is embodied by characters when they wear silk and overtly
Asian garments. In this section I want to further explore the ways performing idleness requires a
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great deal of labor, as demonstrated by Margaret when she hosts Mr. Thornton for tea. She
scours the floor and washes the dishes, and must dress in the proper attire to serve Mr. Thornton
tea within the hour in a way that shows no evidence of the labor she had done (Gaskell 76). After
Mr. Thornton leaves she says to her father, Mr. Hale: “‘I felt like a great hypocrite to-night,
sitting there in my white silk gown, with my idle hands before me, when I remembered all the
good, thorough, house-work they had done to-day. They took me for a fine lady, I’m sure’”
(Gaskell 167). Silk then helps obscure the immense amount of work that is required to prepare
the home for the leisurely act of drinking tea.
Even the act of wearing silk gowns requires many forms of labor from the women who
wear them. Mrs. Hale, suggesting things for her daughter Margaret to wear at Mr. Thornton’s
dinner party says to her:
‘Then you think you shall wear your white silk. Are you sure it will fit? It’s nearly a year
since Edith was married!’
Margaret Hale: ‘Oh, yes, mamma! Mrs. Murray made it, and it’s sure to be right; it may
be a straw’s breadth shorter or longer-waisted, according to my having grown fat or thin.
But I don’t think I’ve altered in the least.’
Mrs. Hale: ‘Hadn’t you better let Dixon see it? It may have gone yellow with lying by.’
(Gaskell 147)
Margaret must pay attention to and maintain her own form, as well as attend to and maintain the
condition of the silk, if she wants to continue wearing the gown. Margaret’s relationship to silk
gowns requires that she must work to appear physically unchanged from her past self nearly a
year ago.
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Silk also requires constant care. Care, in the context of clothing, both refers to the
maintenance of bodies being fitted into clothes, as well as the tending of and looking after of the
garment in and of itself. The reason for Mrs. Hale’s nervousness is a fear that Margaret will no
longer fit into the silk gown followed by a fear that the silk gowns have yellowed or faded. She
says to Margaret: “Hadn’t you better let Dixon see it? It may have gone yellow with lying by”
(Gaskell 147). The silk cannot be left idle, but must be thought about, attended to, and interacted
with. That silk is a material that can discolour with age also encourages a consistent attention to
and care for the material. Leaving it alone risks a yellow discoloration. Though North and South
largely takes place in the cotton manufacturing town Milton, the novel presents textile labor as
not something that just happens in manufactories, but in domestic space. In “An Education in
Comfort: Indian Textiles and the Remaking of English Homes over the Long Eighteenth
Century,” Beverly Lemire writes that in the eighteenth century shoppers were able to acquire
knowledge of the quality of a material by experience: “Cutting, stitching wearing and washing
would reveal the flaws, foibles and functionality of these textiles in their applied uses” (Lemire
15). The purchase of high quality textiles required an intimate knowledge of the material that
only came through labor that happened in the domestic space.
The care women show toward these fabrics, their attentive eyes and touch, reveal their
ability to manage not only their bodies but their households. Mrs. Thornton, Mr. Thornton’s
mother, is described as a “large-boned lady, long past her middle age, sat at work in a grim
handsomely-furnished dining-room. Her features, like her frame, were strong and massive, rather
than heavy. Her face moved slowly from one decided expression to another equally decided”
(Gaskell 76). Her bodily features –– her massive, strong features and frame –– are reflected not
only in her domestic surroundings, but her clothing: “She was handsomely dressed in stout black
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silk, of which not a thread was worn or discoloured. She was mending a large, long table-cloth of
the finest texture, holding it up against the light occasionally to discover thin places, which
required her delicate care” (Gaskell 76). She is still revealed to be an attentive manager of her
home, as she is able to give the worn table-cloth the attention and delicate care it needs.
However, as I explored earlier in this essay, her strict relationship to objects does not
automatically mean she is a better caretaker, as she fails to create a comfortable environment for
her guests.
The ways that the characters engage with, think about, look in, and look at silk is notably
different from the ways the middle-class characters in North and South do. Audley Court is far
from the manufacturing, trading, and shopping centers these textiles are made, exchanged and
sold in. These items are described too on different terms as they are on Margaret. Silk brings out
childish qualities (looks and desires) in Lady Audley and Margaret Hale. However, Lady
Audley’s childishness is encouraged and even indulged: “Her fragile figure, which she loved to
dress in heavy velvets, and stiff, rustling silks, till she looked like a child tricked out for a
masquerade, was as girlish as if she had just left the nursery” (Braddon 52). Silk doesn’t just
encourage the women to maintain a certain form but aids in the preservation of their youthful
form. For Lady Audley, the childishness that the silks help her maintain gives her leverage over
men in the household, and even her own niece: “Lucy was better loved and more admired than
the baronet's daughter. That very childishness had a charm which few could resist. The
innocence and candor of an infant beamed in Lady Audley's fair face, and shone out of her large
and liquid blue eyes” (Braddon 52). Not only is Lady Audley able to dress up in ways that she
likes, but she is able to appear younger than her husband's daughter and be more charming than
her. Furthermore, unlike Margaret who must subdue her presence when wearing silk, Lady
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Audley asserts herself using the noise that silk makes: “She twirled up the revolving seat, making
a rustling with her silk flounces” (Braddon 84). When the characters in Lady Audley’s Secret
wear silk the material, more often than not, is described as rustling. This noisiness is almost a
declaration of Lady Audley’s presence that emphasizes and accentuates the wearer’s movement
and their capacity for action. When Lady Audley demands that someone leave her alone “she
points to the door with a sharp, imperious gesture; so rapid that the silken drapery about her arm
makes a swooping sound as she lifts her hand” (Braddon 390-391). The women in Lady Audley’s
Secret use these silk garments to draw out certain desirable features but also to hide and contain
certain things. Both Lady Audley and her step-daughter Miss Alicia hide keys in their silk
garments (Braddon 4, 29 respectively). Lastly, Lady Audley’s ability to bewitch and to perform
innocence depends on being seen. Robert Audley brings Lady Audley to an asylum in Belgium
and condemns her to live a life locked up in a place no one can see her. She states to him: “[you]
have brought me to a living grave” and she dies after only a year of being imprisoned there
(Braddon 391). Lady Audley’s wellbeing is dependent on her performance as display-object
which is in turn dependent on her accumulation of Asian objects such as silk and porcelain. Her
affective orientations toward objects, particularly those objects marked as ornament (i.e.
racialized, gendered, etc.) due to their Asian “origins,” are reflective of and play a role in
furthering English imperial and colonial practices, ideals, and attitudes towards the Orient and
those marked through the racial and imperial categories of the Orient.
Similarly to Lady Audley, Margaret is described as more childish when she wears silk;
this childishness comes out of an alternative relationship to ornamental goods. Though silk
garments and other Asian textiles make certain demands of Margaret, they also open
opportunities for self exploration. When Margaret is asked to model some Indian shawls for a
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group of women, there is a long description of Margaret’s own reaction to wearing the Asian
textiles:
So Margaret went down laden with shawls, and snuffing up their spicy Eastern
smell. Her aunt asked her to stand as a sort of lay figure on which to display
them… Margaret’s tall, finely made figure, in the black silk dress which she was
wearing as mourning for some distant relative of her father’s, set off the long
beautiful folds of the gorgeous shawls that would have half-smothered Edith.
Margaret stood right under the chandelier, quiet, silent, and passive, while her
aunt adjusted the draperies. Occasionally, as she was turned round, she caught a
glimpse of herself in the mirror over the chimney-piece, and smiled at her own
appearance there –– the familiar features in the usual garb of a princess. She
touched the shawls gently as they hung around her, and took pleasure in their soft
feel and their brilliant colours, and rather liked being dressed in such splendour ––
enjoying it much as a child would do, with a quiet pleased smile on her lips. Just
then the door opened, and Mr. Henry Lennox was suddenly announced. Some of
the ladies started back, as if half-ashamed of their feminine interest in dress….
Margaret stood perfectly still, thinking she might be yet wanted as a sort of block
for the shawls. (Gaskell 11)
Though Edith owns these Indian shawls, there is a distinction being made between two bodies,
which both shape and are shaped by these Asian garments. Margaret’s figure, which is “tall,
finely made,” is more suitable for showing off textiles, fabrics, and clothing. On the other hand,
Edith –– who “had been remarked upon by every one … for her prettiness” –– has a beauty that
does not complement these Asian textiles, and would have “half- smothered” under the shawls
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(Gaskell 11). Margaret turns almost into a display stand for the shawls at the beginning and
ending of the paragraph–– she is to “stand as a sort of lay figure on which to display [shawls]”
and she stands perfectly still “as a sort of block for the shawls” as Mr. Henry Lennox enters the
room. To become a display stand or block for these shawls additionally requires the person to be
silent and still. Even Margaret’s pleasure is subdued as the only sign and articulation of her
enjoyment is “a quiet pleased smile on her lips.” I do not make this observation to say she
experiences less pleasure because it is quieter; instead, I want to think about the kind of
collective pleasure ornamentality can bring about for both spectator and spectacle. It is because
Margaret’s pleasure is quiet and subdued that her enjoyment does not interrupt the spectatorship
of the women around her who take joy in arranging the shawls on her and admiring the garments.
When the women turn Margaret around to admire the shawls from different angles, Margaret
catches glimpses of herself in the mirror and she studies her appearance in the unfamiliar clothes.
That this very public moment where Margaret is on full display and being admired for her
exterior qualities is also a moment of self exploration, inspection, and introspection show that
ornamentality isn’t inherently opposed to interiority.
Returning to the exchange between Margaret and her mother about which dress to wear
to Mr. Thornton’s dinner party, Margaret attempts to quell her mother’s nervousness around
which dress to wear by trying them all on and seeing which one her mother likes best. In this
scene, too, Margaret must remain subdued and serious in order to properly display the silk
garments she is modeling: “She was very much inclined to play some pranks when she was
dressed up at such an unusual hour; to make her rich white silk balloon out into a cheese, to
retreat backwards from her mother as if she were the queen; but when she found that these freaks
of hers were regarded as interruptions to the serious business, and as such annoyed her mother,
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she became grave and sedate. What had possessed the world (her world) to fidget so about her
dress, she could not understand” (Gaskell 147-148). Once again, Margaret’s enjoyment from
wearing these textiles is described as childish or in childish terms. Her relationship to them is
one that invokes a childlike wonder, fascination, and joy. Yet modeling the dresses for a
spectator, in this case her mother, requires a consideration of the spectator and what they think
and want. Similarly to Henry Lennox whose spectatorship intrudes on a collective enjoyment and
relationship between the model and spectator, Mrs. Hale’s presence impedes Margaret’s play. Or
more accurately, Margaret’s play is framed as impeding her mother’s spectatorship. Margaret
begins questioning her own enjoyment of the silk garment in negative terms and becomes “grave
and sedate” in order to be a more suitable display model for her mother. The self-pleasures and
moments of indulgence that erupt from white women's encounters with objects to adorn and
ornament themselves with must be relegated to the background as they are inherently illegible
under the hegemonic ideas of pleasure and intimacy that govern these spaces. In fact, this form
of intimacy is only dominant because these other forms of pleasure and intimacy are relegated to
the margins. These other forms of pleasure and intimacy could very well be posited as liberatory
in a sense. However, I suggest that these seemingly mundane moments are deeply indebted to a
racialized and gendered form of inhabiting and possessing “foreign” objects. This, then, shows
us that even beyond the dominant mode and experience of pleasure, a pleasure that might create
and open up more possibilities for the socially and upwardly mobile Lady Audley - is made
possible through the violent abstraction and aestheticization of Asian bodies, people and art.
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VII - Conclusion
This thesis has sought to illustrate a few key methodological possibilities for thinking
about the materiality of race as it relates to literary studies and criticism, as well as where a
paradigmatic shift might emerge that is capacious enough to consider how Asian people and
Asianness are figured within what is often categorized as Victorian literature. To specifically
attend to Asianness in Victorian novels is not a call for a separate study from the ways Blackness
is deployed in these literary works and in fact requires an examination of how deeply entangled
Blackness and Asianness are in literary and visual productions. This mode of studying the
materiality of race is essential for bringing to the foreground even the most seemingly mundane
encounters, interactions, gestures, and habits that comprise the social lives of white Victorians.
Of course, there are plenty of limits to be found in this thesis. There is the problem of
Anglocentrism, and the limitations placed upon my study in focusing primarily on English
literature and art. The span, contours, and pervasiveness of colonial and imperial ideologies, and
the globality of race is by no means bound to the English-speaking world. Even so, my work
gestures toward the possibility of further exploring the racialization of aesthetic and cultural
productions, the politics of use and value as it pertains to objects and their thingness in relation to
the subject, and for developing a more critical eye toward the material histories to be found in the
texts themselves.
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